Finding opportunity
amidst volatility
Top risks and opportunities in 2016
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Cybersecurity

‘My biggest concern is the
fallout of geopolitical distress’
Joe Kaeser, CEO of Siemens

These words from the CEO of Europe’s largest
industrial conglomerate following the November 13
Paris terrorist attacks underscore how anticipating
and mastering political risk is becoming increasingly
critical to business executives.
Facing risks ranging from Islamic State terrorism
to cyber threats to the rise of populist political
movements in the US and Europe, corporations must
develop risk-management strategies to strengthen
the resilience of their investment portfolios and
operations.
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But what are the hidden opportunities amidst such
volatility? Will geopolitical competition increase
infrastructure investments in ‘swing regions’? Will a
shake-up of the traditional political class favour new
market entrants?

Unparalleled analysis for decision superiority
Oxford Analytica is uniquely positioned to enable companies to anticipate and master the
impact of geopolitical and macroeconomic developments on their investment, strategy
and business continuity.
Oxford Analytica is a global analysis and advisory firm which provides an edge in
understanding the impacts of political events, and economic and social trends. Our global
network of over 1,400 experts delivers authoritative and relevant analysis and advice.
A rigorous process of validation ensures timely and impartial insights. Our empirically
proven methodology results in heightened prediction accuracy.
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Scenario planning
Macro-risk horizon scanning
Country-risk assessments
Thought leadership
Training and workshops
Conference services
Global Horizons conference
Expert briefings

Addressing your challenges through expert insights
Custom problem set
“To what extent should
the renminbi become
the government’s foreign
currency of choice?”
“What are the market
impact and implications
of an end to Iranian
sanctions for our sector?”
“How will local power
dynamics along these
border areas impact
my project?”
“What is the outlook
for the conflict in
Syria /Iraq, Yemen
or Nigeria?”

The analytical toolkit
“How do we approach it?”

Threat assessment

Stakeholder mapping

Bespoke macro diligence

In-house
expertise
High-calibre
analysts

Scenario planning

Global expert
network
1,400 specialists
around the world

Sector and thematic

Regional

– Security / Defence

– Global Risks

– Energy
– North America
– Finance
– Asia Pacific
– Food / Agribusiness – Latin America
– Infrastructure

– Middle East/North Africa

– Manufacturing
– Global governance
– Climate change

– Africa
– Europe
– Russia / CIS

– Human capital
– Political Islam

Contact: Roger Cabrera, Director of Advisory
rcabrera@oxford-analytica.com +44 1865 261 604
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Key risks and opportunities in 2016: Part 1
The new year promises geopolitical complexity and volatility
for businesses and investors alike

OPPORTUNITY

Geopolitics

Rise of populist new parties on left and right,
particularly in Europe, exacerbates anti-business
sentiment and restrictions on needed labour migration

Rejection of mainstream politics breaks long-standing ties
between established businesses and politicians, creating
space for new entrants

Nationalist zeal prompts accidental military incidents
in ‘hot spots’ such as South China Sea

A reduction in geopolitical risk could boost both short-term
and long-term growth prospects

Rising power of autocratic governments like China and
Russia boosts state capitalism

Ambitious state planning increases opportunities for
long-term infrastructure development

Terrorism
Coordinated attacks on several Western capitals
disrupt consumer confidence

European nations boost and pool resources to strengthen
intelligence sharing and counterterrorism operations

Attacks on industrial infrastructure disrupt global
supply chains

Supply chains shorten to provide fewer points of
vulnerability, requiring new modes of logistics

Succession of industry-specific attacks on
mass-consumer sectors such as transport,
tourism and retail

Services to monitor and assess threat levels expand from
multinationals to national companies of all sizes

Cybersecurity
Attack on critical infrastructure (eg, electricity
grid, transport systems) causes major accident
Privacy backlash against government-business
cooperation to supply customer data
Credit rating and regulatory agencies require
businesses to demonstrate preparedness
against cyberattacks

Business and investment risk drivers will not diminish in 2016, but
they will be secondary to growing political- and policy-driven risks.
The increasingly critical struggle against Islamic State group (ISG) and
Russia’s military resurgence -- highlighted through terrorist attacks and
Moscow’s interventions in Syria and Ukraine -- are set to dominate,
along with China’s growing presence as a geopolitical power.
The other concerns of the year will centre on the US Federal Reserve’s
‘normalisation’ of monetary policy, the future of the European Union
‘project’ and China’s political capacity to drive through economic
rebalancing in the face of slowing growth.
The main economic damage of all these risks will probably be to
drain confidence in developed nations’ ability to sustain economic
recoveries, particularly in the event of terrorist attacks, and in
developing economies’ ability to deal with large capital flows.

Enhanced protocols for companies to share information to
facilitate the detection of hackers and other commercial
cyberspies
Commercial encryption services grow as businesses and
activists contest growing government controls on internet
Shareholders demand and regulators increasingly
mandate hardware and software to guard against data
breaches and seal potential vulnerabilities to cyber attacks

__ Heightened political risk will fuel concerns
about a slowdown in global growth and
discourage investment intention.
__ Emergence of non-mainstream political
parties in Europe and the United States may
peak, but party politics will remain highly
fractured.
__ Military procurement needs will change as
nations combine conventional forces with
expanded cyber-defence and intelligence
capability.
__ China’s tighter control of information on
national security grounds will further spill
over to business, to foreign firms’ disadvantage.

See also: Prospects for security and defence in 2016 -- November 18, 2015
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Key risks and opportunities in 2016: Part 2
The pace of US monetary policy normalisation and China’s slowdown
will be key determinants of 2016 growth

Monetary policy

OPPORTUNITY

US economy proves less resilient to absorb rate
increases than expected

Chinese and Japanese initiatives open new avenues for
infrastructure funding, especially in South and South-east Asia

US inflation accelerates more quickly than expected
and the Fed has to hike quickly

Rising dollar boosts Japanese and European exporters
Low government bond yields in the euro-area boost equities
and emerging market (EM) assets, partly offsetting EM
capital outflows due to the Fed's hike in selective EMs

Capital flows out of indebted emerging markets with
weak fiscal positions prompt currency wars, capital
controls and corporate debt crisis

Commodity prices
Slower-than-expected Chinese growth extends
commodity and energy price slumps

Commodity importers benefit from lower input prices

Commodity exporters fail to adjust fiscal positions

Energy importers take opportunity to remove
market-distorting subsidies

Indebtedness of major energy and natural resources
companies deflates equity prices

Rising bond yields are accompanied by spikes in market
volatility driven by perceptions of Fed’s rate rise intentions

Environment
Severe El Nino causes excessive droughts, flooding
and crop disease, hurting food output, especially in
Africa

China actively pursues food security, both in terms of
output and safety, with rising food demand and changing
dietary habits opening new markets

Drive to cut back on fossil fuels intensifies

National markets for carbon trading gain traction, but
progress across international jurisdictions is uncertain

Investor activism and consumer awareness press
companies to become ‘greener’

The US Federal Reserve (Fed)’s raising of interest rates at end-2015
will make capital flows volatile in 2016. However, the impact of that
volatility will vary greatly between countries, particularly in emerging
markets (EMs). Much will turn on the pace and size of rises imposed in
the coming year.
The global economy will remain vulnerable to downside shocks,
such as China’s economy slowing faster than expected. Fragile
consumer and business confidence in developed economies
will probably continue to dampen the appetite for infrastructure
investment and structural reforms.
The dollar will strengthen as the Fed tightens, but further quantitative
easing will keep the euro and yen weak.

New insurance markets open as awareness of climate
risks drives changing private sector practices

__ Bond yields will rise mildly in most developed
countries in 2016.
__ Fiscal austerity will be toned down further in
the euro-area in the face of the migration crisis
and terrorism threats.
__ The energy and commodity sell-offs will be
past their worst, but stabilised growth in China
will limit, not reverse them.
__ Global trade and growth will remain subdued,
as emerging economies adjust to the new price
levels.

See also: Prospects for the global economy in 2016 -- November 2, 2015
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